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Abstract
For the past few years, faculty and administrators at Seton Hall have participated in the Praxis Program of the Advanced Seminar on
Mission, in order to enhance their fulfillment of the University’s Catholic mission. The program directors have chosen Bernard
Lonergan’s Generalized Empirical Method (GEM) as a model to help its participants to employ a uniquely personalized approach in
their application of academic duties with reference to Seton Hall’s mission. A review of participants’ ATMs (Application of the
Method) and updates—including application of GEM to new courses, interdisciplinary collaboration, curricular changes, creation of
services for the university, and personal insight has revealed that, through the process of creating the ATMs and assuring their
follow through, the participants of Seton Hall’s Praxis program almost universally have experienced significant interior development
that parallels the restructuring of their courses and pedagogies. Moreover, by experiencing and understanding GEM and the
subsequent creation of their ATMs, participants also mirrored the stages in the functional specialties. The paper will illustrate this
process and provide examples of such.
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Abstract
In 1998, the Institute of Medicine drew attention to the fact that 98,000 preventable deaths occur annually in hospitals throughout
the United States. Ten years later (2008) the American Association of Colleges of Nursing highlighted the importance of providing
safe and quality patient care as they defined the goals of a new project “Quality and Safety Education for Nurses”(QSEN). The QSEN
initiative addresses the challenge of preparing future nurses with the knowledge, skills and attitudes (KSA’s) necessary to
continuously improve the quality and safety of the healthcare systems in which they will work. Seton Hall University-College of
Nursing prepares future nurses to consider and apply the KSA’s that provide a solid foundation in preventing healthcare error
resulting in patient deaths.
This application of Lonergan’s ‘imperatives’ provided nursing students the opportunity to intersect the QSEN competency
“Teamwork & Collaboration” with Lonergan’s thoughts on the phenomenology of Human Understanding during their clinical
Maternal-Newborn Nursing experience. The goal of integrating QSEN and Lonergan precepts was to enhance their development of
authenticity within their beginning basic nursing practice, thereby resulting in fewer preventable in-patient errors resulting in death,
throughout their career.
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Abstract
Transformation from graduate student to doctor of physical therapy (DPT) requires movement away from the known role of student
being served towards a new emerging identity as a health professional, serving the community and addressing the needs of society
to promote the greater good. The dialectic tension between the student’s perception of “who I am as student” and the unknown
“practitioner I seek to become” is pivotal within this transformational process. In concert with the dialectic tension, communication
is a vital generic ability the student needs to ultimately master to develop the requisite confidence and voice for moral action and
advocacy as a practitioner. The ultimate goal in promoting this transformation process is the ability to shift the student’s horizon
toward valuing others above or equal to oneself and ignite servant leadership to foster professional transformation. GEM serves as
the foundational pedagogy to foster discovery of the mindful process of knowing to enhance DPT student’s critical thinking, clinical
reasoning, professional judgment and ethos development. The purpose of this ATM addresses infusion of two functional specialties,
dialectic and communications, with both processes of GEM, the way of achievement and the way of heritage, to advance both habits
of mind and heart to shape this critical transformation process and promote the desired shift in the student’s horizon through
specific experiential learning experiences provided through the Service Learning Seminar during the student’s final academic
semester.
Discussion: Infusion of GEM, and both the below upward and above downward approach, as the foundational pedagogy with
emphasis on dialectic and communications as key functional specialties within a service learning seminar, fostered a learning
environment to sharpen the doctoral student’s insight and judgment of their critical thinking, decision making and professional
values development to promote the desired shift in the student’s horizon as emerging healthcare leaders.
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Abstract
Nurses need to provide culturally competent, skilled, responsive care that reflects respect for the Orthodox Jewish couple and
Lonergan’s GEM can contribute to this important time for the childbearing family. To understand the Orthodox Jewish family going
through childbirth required more knowledge, discussion and reflection by students to enhance their learning through the GEM. To
begin this pedagogy we discussed the invariant structure of the human good in relation to the vital, social, cultural, moral, and
religious values that apply to this special population.
According to maternal newborn theories (Mercer, 1995; Rubin, 1984), students recognized the importance of childbirth experience
as the foundation for the mother-newborn relationship. Understanding how the GEM enhanced this process also illustrates that the
functional specialties can apply to nursing education, practice and research for students participating in the care of the Orthodox
Jewish family during childbirth.
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Abstract
This paper was inspired by the work of a variety of Catholic thought leaders who grapple with the relationship between knowledge
generated in the natural sciences and the foundations, doctrines, and systematics of Catholic theology. Bernard Lonergan identifies
the beginning of Theology as a science with the discovery of the supernatural order by Philip the Chancellor of the University of Paris
in 1230 via Aristotle’s Metaphysics and the Islamic commentaries. Dante’s poetic popularization of the supernatural order as
locations in the Earth and sky, created a unified moral and physical cosmology that persists even today in our imagination, even
though we also know it as a myth. Lonergan addresses this inchoate mixture of the physical and the mythical through dialectic and
intellectual conversion. Thomas Berry and his students approach the study of human self-understanding through the new scientific
knowledge of the deep history of the universe. The data demonstrate that creation in the universe is an ongoing process directed
toward increasing complexity and interdependence. During the past few decades, humanity has discovered it faces an existential
challenge largely created by its own activities. Pope Francis, in his encyclical, Laudato Si’: On Care for Our Common Home, describes
the deteriorating conditions on Earth, both material and spiritual, and offers moral guidance on addressing the issues. The
contemporary Catholic theologian, John Haught, finds in the scientific story of the universe, a metaphysics of the future, to inspire
hopeful energy to address these existential challenges facing humanity. Lonergan’s method and functional specialties provide a
guide for dialogue and reunification of the natural and supernatural, and Haught’s work seeds the popular imagination with God as a
loving guide into the future.
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Abstract
The presenter’s personal odyssey in acquiring the “heritage” of his field, sociology, will be outlined in terms of the functional
specialties of “foundations,” “doctrines,” “systematics,” and “communications.” In the next part of the presentation, attention will
be directed to the development of a broader human scientific framework, one that is attentive to findings in evolutionary science,
neuroscience, personalist psychology, comparative sociology, and behavioral economics, and examines various interpretive
frameworks in dialogue with each other. Such a dialectic, it will be argued, would provide the best opportunity for the
“achievement” of a more integrative horizon in the human sciences.
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Abstract
Today’s political environment shines a spotlight on the issue of truth that spills over into our classrooms. The concepts of fake news
and alternative facts challenge the underlying premises of academic work, which is that research, done responsibly and objectively,
reveals truth to us. Research isn’t done in a vacuum but as part of the larger dialog going on in a discipline and that dialog is
conducted for the common good, not simply for the academic community. An examination of the principles of Lonergan’s
Generalized Empirical Method in connection with the first functional specialty of research can be used to educate students to be
better researchers and more responsible citizens.
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Abstract
The philosophy of Bernard Lonergan has made a difference in my own life and the lives of my students. Knowing as a process is not
simply “taking a look at what’s there” or “reporting what I feel about something” but a change in how I live and work. The Praxis
program has enabled me to be more cognizant of who I am and how I as a nurse and educator teach my students. It has given me
the tools needed to look at and examine situations differently. I am able to examine my own process of knowing as well as provide a
profound understanding for others. This program has brought a richer understanding of Lonergan’s theory in relation to finding
oneself and becoming closer to God. In my medical practice where I care for vulnerable populations in the inner city, I am able to
care for and see my patients as a community of individuals who are in need of both emotional and physical care. These individuals
are in great need of spiritual care as well. Applying Lonergan’s cognitional theory has given me the opportunity to change my
courses in the master’s program. I initially did my ATM (Application of the Method) in one particular course, Health Promotion,
which is taught to nurse practitioner students. This presentation will look at aspects of Lonergan’s thought and how the functional
specialties relate to nursing in a graduate health promotion course.
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Abstract
I apply the framework of Bernard Lonergan’s functional specialties to academic libraries. This process helped to identify and situate
the challenges that libraries face today. These largely stem from historical changes that align with the three challenges to higher
education that Lonergan identified in Topics in Education nearly 60 years ago: “the masses”, “the new learning”, and “increasing
specialization”. Despite lofty Mission Statements and Strategic Plans (policy making and planning), the foundations of today’s
academic libraries are unclear, largely because dialectics surrounding those historical changes have not been resolved. This has led
to considerable concern about the future of academic libraries. I use my analysis and experiences from a three year exploration in
“Applying the [Generalized Empirical] Method” in a first year Biology course to suggest ways to help librarians foster student
research skills and expand their intellectual horizons.
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Abstract
Thinking and knowing are vital to student learning, especially for doctorally-prepared individuals to enter the field of physical
therapy. This aligns with Mark Miller’s commentary that our mission as educators should include the opportunity for students to
experience conversions that require understanding of self in order to best relate to others. Physical therapy literature supports the
use of reflection as a critical operation that allows novice practitioners to develop mastery and excel in professional core values and
University precepts. By recognizing the conflicts within, students then should be better prepared for the future. Through this ATM
(Application of the Method), aspects of intellectual conversion are assessed based upon select outcomes of the DPT program and
the Seton Hall University missions. Additionally, the ATM is also designed to capture graduating students’ concepts of selfappropriation and conflict identification as part of the dialectic to foundations pivot within the functional specialties framework.
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Abstract
In today’s healthcare arena, healthcare professionals must practice team-based, evidenced-based, patient-centered care. The
Academy, which prepares healthcare professionals must provide students a strong foundation to effectively practice patientcentered interprofessional care. To meet this need, academicians from across all health professions are employing diverse teaching
and learning strategies to infuse interprofessional learning experiences into curriculums in order to support and develop evidencedbased patient-centered Interprofessional Practice (IPP). While healthcare professionals may possess differing theoretical frames of
reference and content knowledge, they must work together on interdisciplinary teams with patients to deliver quality care (WHO,
2010). Members of the team must value each other’s skills and knowledge, develop consistent thinking across disciplines and strive
for collective decision-making (WHO, 2010).
This paper will explore how the Center for Interprofessional Education in the Health Sciences has applied Lonergan’s Generalized
Empirical Method and the functional specialities as the guiding framework for the IPE experiences at Seton Hall University.

